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For more information, contact:  

Joseph Lao, Manager Sales and Market Development 

 jlao@edoclogic.com or 800-425-7766 ext. 404 
 

 

eDOC to Provide Free eDOCSignature Use Until 09/30/20 

MIDDLEBURY, VT – March 16, 2020 

As concern about the COVID-19 outbreak continues to grow, eDOC Innovations, a Credit Union 

Service Organization (CUSO), is hoping to help credit unions facilitate their transactions by 

providing free use of its e-sign solution eDOCSignature®. Beginning today until September 30, 

2020, the CUSO is offering a subscription to its basic level eDOCSignature package free of charge 

for all credit unions not currently utilizing the platform.   

“Daily habits have rapidly and dramatically shifted in response to COVID-19,” explained Mark 

Fierro, CEO of eDOC Innovations. “Businesses of all sizes are asking employees to engage in 

remote work. Schools are transitioning to online classrooms. As Americans continue to take 

precautions and avoid unnecessary travel and personal contact in the coming months, foot traffic 

at businesses across the country is sure to take a large hit. This doesn’t mean that all transactions 

will suddenly grind to a halt, however. Credit Unions and their members will still need carry out 

transactions in a quick, efficient, and secure manner. As a CUSO with an e-sign solution, eDOC 

wants to help these credit unions safely facilitate transactions from any remote location where 

members can access their email.”  

“This is a no-strings-attached offer for eDOCSignature with a limited feature set. We know that 

eDOCSignature can help credit unions, and our owners and board of directors agreed that it was 

simply the right thing to do,” Fierro continued. “Your credit union can use eDOCSignature free of 

charge until September 30, 2020. Our team will expedite the installations on a first-come, first-

serve basis and daily webinar training will be offered. On October 1, 2020, we will automatically 

turn off access. If you want to continue using the solution, our team will work with you to switch to 

a paid subscription.”  

eDOCSignature provides state-of-the-art automation that empowers credit unions and drives 

value back to members by meeting those members wherever they are. 

About eDOC Innovations, Inc. 

eDOC Innovations is the nationwide leader in mobile enterprise digital transaction management and e-

commerce software for credit unions. For more than 25 years, eDOC Innovations has been designing 

solutions to reduce overhead, increase operational efficiency, and provide convenience to members. 
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eDOC Innovations’ products include solutions for remote mobile and in-branch closings, mobile e-

signature processing, digital asset lifecycle management, intelligent and interactive form automation, 

mobile remote deposit capture, electronic statements, and more. To learn about our technology, visit 

www.edoclogic.com/products/doclogic/ or give us a call at 800.425.7766 option 3. 

http://www.edoclogic.com/products/doclogic/

